Radiative corrections to the decay h → Zγ are evaluated in the one-loop approximation. The unitary gauge is used. The analytic result is expressed in terms of the Passarino-Veltman functions. The calculations are applicable for the Standard Model as well for a wide class of its gauge extensions. In particular, the decay width of a charged Higgs boson H ± → W ± γ can be derived.
I. INTRODUCTION
After the discovery of the Higgs boson particle at LHC in 2012 [1, 2] , many improved measurements confirmed the consistence of its quantum numbers and couplings with the Standard Model (SM) predictions, including the loop-induced coupling hγγ [3, 4] . Meanwhile, another loop-induced coupling hZγ related to the decay h → Zγ has not been measured yet even so that the predicted decay rate is of the same order as the one of h → γγ in the SM case [5] . The partial decay width h → Zγ was calculated within the SM framework and its supersymmetric extension [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . From the experimental side, this decay channel is now been searched at the LHC by both CMS and ATLAS collaborations [14] [15] [16] . Many discussions concerning studies of this channel are going also in planned experimental projects as at the LHC as well as at future e + e − and even 100 TeV proton-proton colliders [17, 18] . While the effective coupling hγγ is now very strictly constrained experimentally, the coupling hZγ might be still significantly different from the SM prediction in certain SM extensions because of the Z boson couplings with new particles. Studies the decay of the SM-like Higgs boson h → Zγ affected by the presence of new fermions and charged scalars were performed in several models beyond the SM (BSM) having the same SM gauge group [9, [19] [20] [21] [22] .
At the one loop level, the amplitude of the decay h → Zγ contains also contributions from new gauge boson loops of the BSM models constructed from larger electroweak gauge groups such as the left-right (LR), 3-3-1, and 3-4-1 models [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Calculating these contributions is rather difficult in the usual 't Hooft-Feynman gauge, because of the appearance of many unphysical states, namely Goldstone bosons and ghosts which always exist along with the gauge bosons. They create a very large number of Feynman diagrams. In addition, their couplings are indeed model dependent, therefore it is hard to construct general formulas determining vector loop contributions using the t' Hooft-Feynman gauge. This problem has been mentioned recently [20] in a discussion of the Georgi-Machacek model, where only new Higgs multiplets are added to the SM. The reason is that the new Higgs bosons will change the couplings of unphysical states with the gauge bosons Z and W ± . In the left-right models predicting new gauge bosons that contribute to the amplitude of the decay h → Zγ, previous calculations in this gauge were also model dependent [39, 40] . An approach introduced recently in Ref. [85] for calculating the decay h → Zγ, with the help of numerical computation packages, may be more convenient. (PV) functions [41] . This situation will be demonstrated in this work explicitly. Moreover, the choice of the unitary gauge allows us to derive general analytic formulas for one-loop contributions involving various gauge bosons to the amplitude of the decay h → Zγ. The formulas will be given in terms of standard PV functions defined by ref. [42] and in the LoopTools library [43] . The analytic forms of these PV functions are also presented so that our results can be compared with the earlier results calculated independently in specific cases. In addition, the analytic formulas can be implemented into numerical stand-alone packages without dependence on the LoopTools. Our results can be translated into the general analytic form used to calculate the amplitudes of the charged Higgs decay H ± → W ± γ which is also an interesting channel predicted in many BSM models. Our results can be easily compared also with those given recently in [20] , which were calculated in the 't Hooft-Feynman gauge. Moreover, our results can be cross-checked with another one-loop formula expressing new gauge boson contributions in the gauge-Higgs unification (GHU) model [44] .
The decay H → Zγ of the new heavy neutral Higgs boson H in the SM supersymmetric model was also mentioned in [12] . The signal strength of this decay was shown to be very sensitive with the parameters of the model, hence it may give interesting information on the parameters once it is detected. Many other BSM also contain heavy neutral Higgs bosons H, and the one loop amplitudes of their decays H → Zγ may include many significant contributions that do not appear in the case of the SM-like Higgs boson. Some of the complicated contributions are usually ignored by qualitative estimations. The analytic formulas introduced in this work are enough to determine more quantitatively these approximations.
Apart from the above BSM with non-Abelian gauge group extensions, there are BSM with additional Abelian gauge groups [82, 83] . These models predict new kinetic mixing parameters between Abelian gauge bosons, which appear in the couplings of the neutral physical gauge bosons including the SM-like one, for example see [86] . Our calculation in the unitary gauge are also applicable with only condition that couplings of physical states are determined.
Our paper is organized as follows. Section II will give the general notations and Feynman rules necessary for calculation of the width of the decay h → Zγ in the unitary gauge. In section III we present important steps of the derivation of the analytic formula for the total contribution of gauge boson loops. We also introduce all other one-loop contributions from possible new scalars and fermions appearing in BSM models. In section IV, the comparison between our results with previous ones will be discussed, including the case of charged Higgs decays. We will emphasize the contributions from gauge boson loops both in decays of neutral CP-even and charged Higgs bosons. Our result will be applied to discuss on two particular models in section V. In Conclusions we will highlight important points obtained in this work. In the first Appendix, we review notations of the PV functions given by LoopTools and their analytic forms used in other popular numerical packages. Two other Appendices contain detailed calculations of the one-loop fermion contributions to the amplitude h → Zγ and the relevant couplings in the LR models discussed in our work.
II. FEYNMAN DIAGRAMS AND RULES
The amplitude of the decay h → Zγ is generally defined as
where ε The decay amplitude is generally written in the following form [9] :
where ǫ µναβ is the totally antisymmetric tensor with ǫ 0123 = −1 and ǫ 0123 = +1 [45] .
The equality ε ν * 2 p 2ν = 0 for the external photon implies that F 12,22 do not contribute to the total amplitude (1). In addition, the M µν in eq. (2) satisfies the Ward identity, Hence the amplitude (1) can be calculated through the form (2) via the following relations
The partial decay width then can be presented in the form [10, 20] 
The above formula shows us that we need to find only two scalar coefficients F 21 and F 5 in eq. (4). Because F 5 arises from only chiral fermion loops, it is enough to pay attention to terms proportional to F 21 p 2µ p 1ν for gauge boson loops. Therefore calculations will be simplified, especially in the unitary gauge. Combining with notations of the PV functions [41], we will determine explicitly which terms give contributions to F 21 p 2µ p 1ν , and hence exclude step by step irrelevant terms throughout our calculations.
Calculation of the factor F 21 is very interesting because it does not receive contributions from diagrams which contain counterterm vertices. The Lorentz structures of the counterterm vertices are shown in figure II. The first line represents three additional counterterm
vertices. The second line shows two more diagrams. The total amplitude is the sum of three diagrams 1, 4, and 5 in figure II and all diagrams shown in figure 1. We can see in figure II that, the first diagram contributes only to F 00 . In the unitary gauge, the propagator of a gauge boson is
The Lorentz structures of the two remaining counterterms are [19] . Examples for Lorentz structures of the counterterms were given also, e.g., in refs. [42, 46] .
The Feynman rules used in our calculations are listed in table I. We found them to appear commonly in many gauge extensions of the SM, for example in the models constructed from the following electroweak gauge symmetries: [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] , where an important relation g ZγV ij = e Q g ZV ij is
valid. It results in that many complicated terms containing dangerous divergences in two contributions from diagrams 5 and 6 in figure 1 cancel each other out.
Following LoopTools [43] , figure 1 defines three internal momenta q, q 1 , q 2 as follows
Our formulas will be written in terms of common well-defined PV functions. Moreover, we can compare our results with previous works, as well as we can perform numerical estimates with the help of the LoopTools library. Definitions and notations for the PV functions are shown in Appendix A.
As the result, we only need to calculate the coefficient F 21 . In the next section, we will present important steps of how to get contributions from pure gauge boson loops to F 21 .
Vertex
Coupling Here we will consider calculation of the contribution from pure gauge boson loops to the decay amplitude of h → Zγ. All of them were performed using the FORM language [53, 54] .
Other contributions from diagrams which contain only one or two internal gauge boson lines are computed more easily.
The contribution from diagram 5 from figure 1 reads
where
We note that factor 2 appearing in the first line of eq. (8) was added in order to count two different diagrams with opposite internal lines in the loops. It can be done because coupling constants g hV ij and g ZV ij are real numbers in all models that we consider here. Based on the structure of the PV functions, we know that F 21 p 2µ p 1ν gets contributions from parts having the following factors: q µ q ν , q µ p 1ν , p 2µ q ν , and p 2µ p 1ν . This means that we can do the following replacements in the calculation:
After some intermediate steps shown in Appendix B, and combining with the relations
The calculation to derive the needed contribution from digram 6 in figure 1 are the same way applied to diagram 1, see details in Appendix B. Diagram 7 does not give any contributions.
We can see that many divergent terms related to q µ q ν in two amplitudes (11) and (B7) of diagram 6 will cancel out each other when they are summed. Hence, the pure gauge boson loops give the following total contribution:
Based on Appendix A, expression (12) can be presented explicitly in terms of the PV func-
. In addition, to keep only the parts with factor p 2µ p 1ν we can use the following replacements:
Then, the total contribution from V i − V j − V j gauge boson loops is
where all PV functions having divergence completely disappeared, and therefore d = 4. We would like to emphasize now that formula (14) is written in terms of PV functions which are contained in LoopTools and hence it can be easily evaluated numerically. Moreover, analytic expressions for the relevant PV functions have been constructed [9, 47] , that is enough to implement our results in existing numerical programs or to write a new stand-alone code.
We would like comment here about a more general case when couplings of gauge bosons and photon do not obey the relation g ZγV ij = e Q g ZV ij , which helps us to reduce many divergent terms in M (5+6)µν . The key point here is that the condition of on-shell photon always cancels out the most dangerous divergent terms in the last line of (B3). As a byproduct, the final form of M (5+6)µν can contain more PV functions with divergent parts.
Fortunately, all of them are well-determined and widely used for numerical computation.
Before comparing our result with many well-known expressions computed in specific models, we will introduce analytic formulas for contributions from the remaining diagrams listed in figure 1 for completeness.
B. Contributions from other diagrams in figure 1
The contributions to F 21 from the first four diagrams in figure 1 are
where m 1,2 ≡ m X,Y in the loop of F 21,XY Y , N c is the colour factor coming from the SU(3) C symmetry, and the abbreviation c.c. stands for the complex conjugated parts. The latter are the contributions coming from diagrams having opposite directions of internal lines with respect to the ones given in figure 1. Other relevant notations are
Details of calculating contributions from fermion loops F 21,f ijj are shown in Appendix B.
Formulas for F 21,S ijj and F 21,V SS are calculated easily. The F 21,SV V part was computed based on the result of V βλ 2µ in eq. (B1). All steps we presented here were performed using the FORM language [53, 54] .
Formulas for F 21,f ijj , F 5,f ijj , and F 21,S ijj are irrelevant for the discussion of boson mediations. Similar general forms can be found in many previous works, e.g., in [19] [20] [21] . All of them are easy to check to be consistent with our result so we will not present the comparison here. We just focus on the most important formula F 21,V ijj .
IV. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS RESULTS

A. The Standard Model
The contribution of W bosons corresponds to (g hV ij , g ZV ij , Q) → (g m W , g c W , 1) with (14) is reduced to the simpler form:
where we have used
W , s W = sin θ W , and t W = s W /c W . We also used the wellknown functions I 1,2 (t 2 , t 1 ) given in ref. [10] to identify C 12 + C 22 + C 2 = I 1 (t 2 , t 1 )/(4m 2 W ), and C 0 = −I 2 (t 2 , t 1 )/m 2 W 1 . They are proved in Appendix A 2. Formula (21) is consistent 1 The function C 0 in this special case is consistent with the one from [19, 20] , but different from the one in [9] by the opposite sign.
with well-known result for the SM case given in [10, 20] , which even has been confirmed using various approaches [55] .
The right hand side of eq. (20) can be proved to be completely consistent with the W contribution to the amplitude of the decay h → γγ with g ZW W → g γW W = e, and in the limit m Z → 0, equivalently t 1 = 4m
The analytic form of this contribution is known [10, 56] , namely
where 
where the expression for C 0 is the same as the one in [57] . By inserting two equalities (23) into the right hand side of (20) with m Z = 0, we will obtain exactly eq. (22) .
Regarding the fermionic contribution in the SM, we verify here the simple case of a single fermion without mixing and color factors, where
and
. Two formulas (15) for fermionic contributions are
where g Zf L + g Zf R = T At the one loop level, the effective coupling hγγ can be calculated using the 't Hooft -Feynman gauge [84] , which will be useful to crosscheck with our result when the decay h → γγ in a particular BSM is investigated.
B. Recent results
The one-loop contribution from new gauge bosons in the GHU model was given in ref. [44] , where the unitary gauge was mentioned without detailed explanations. We see that the triple and quartic gauge boson couplings in this model also obey the Feynman rules listed in table I, hence our formula in eq. (14) is also valid. Because the final result in ref. [44] was written in terms of only B 0 and C 0 functions, which are independent on the choice of integration variable, it can be compared with our result. Translated into our notation, the most important relevant part in ref. [44] is
where function C ′ 0 is determined by changing the roles of m 1 and m 2 , and
Formula (25) should be equivalent to our result, namely to the sum F 21,V ijj + F 21,V jii . In the special case where
and C 12 + C 22 + C 2 = I 1 (t 2 , t 1 )/(4m 2 ). In fact we find the agreement between eq. (3.18) of ref. [44] and our result, namely
But two general results are not the same, i.e. they differ by (14), our formulas are consistent with the results given in ref. [20] , which were obtained by calculating the decay amplitude of charged Higgs boson h ± → W ± γ in the 't Hooft-Feynman gauge for the Georgi-Machacek model. In our notations, F 21,S ijj , F 21,S i V SS , and F 21,SV V correspond to scalar, vector-scalar-scalar, and scalar-vector-vector loop diagrams mentioned in ref. [20] . By using the same notations from LoopTools, our results and those of ref. [20] have the same form.
The consistency between our results and those in ref. [20] This explanation can be checked directly based on our calculations given above.
Regarding F 21,V ijj , which presents the total vector loop contribution to the decay amplitude H ± → W ± γ, the explicit expression derived from eq. (14) reads
where m H ± is the charged Higgs boson mass, g W V ij is the triple gauge coupling of the W boson, and Q is always the electric charge of the gauge boson V j coupling with the photon.
We note that the factor 2 in eq. (14) is not counted anymore. Now, we only need to focus on the part generated by the loop structures used to compare with the specific result given in [20] . This case corresponds to m 1 = m Z , m 2 = m W = m Z c W and m H ± = m 5 for the decay h + 5 → W + γ. Formula (27) now has the following form
which is different from the result given in ref. [20] by the coefficient 10 instead of 12 in front of the sum (C 12 + C 22 + C 2 ). We see that the two parts in our result with coefficients m [20] , respectively. The difference in the remaining part might arise due to a missed sign of the ghost contribution S ghost .
An approach using Feynman gauge was introduced in Ref. [85] , where the result must be implemented in some numerical packages. The results can be used to crosscheck with ours for consistence, but left for a further work.
V. HEAVY CHARGED BOSON EFFECTS ON HIGGS DECAYS h → Zγ IN BSM
Because new heavy charged gauge V ± and Higgs bosons S ± appear in non-trivial gauge extensions of the SM, they may contribute to loop-induced SM-like Higgs decays h → γγ and h → Zγ. While the couplings hV V and hSS consisting of virtual identical charged particles always contribute to both decay amplitudes, the couplings hW V and hW S of the SM-like Higgs boson only contribute to the later. These couplings may cause significant effects to Br(h → Zγ) in the light of the very strict experimental constraints of Br(h → γγ)
W with X = S, V , the loop structures of the form factors with at least one virtual W boson have an interesting property that
i.e., the same order with the W loop contribution.
In contrast, the loop structure of a heavy gauge boson In the original LR models reviewed in [48] Relevant vertex factors are summarized in Table II . The details of the models and calculations are given in Appendix C. We have used the condition α = β − π/2 to guarantee that the coupling hW W is the same as that in the SM. We ignore all suppressed terms having factors with orders larger than O(ǫ 2 ), where ǫ = m W /m W ′ and m W ′ is the new heavy gauge boson mass, which can be considered as the breaking scale of the SU(2) R group. The couplings of the SM-like Higgs boson we discuss here are consistent with those in Ref. [62] [63] [64] [65] .
The triple gauge couplings are also consistent with Refs. [48, 66] . Because they are not Vertex SM LR [61, 63] 
affected by the fermion assignments, they can be considered in the general case which does not depend on the recent experimental limit.
With the above assumptions, the couplings of the SM-like Higgs boson are nearly the same as those in the SM. The decay h → Zγ has contributions associated with charged gauge bosons estimated as follows,
where ǫ ≡ m W /m W ′ and α ≃ β − π/2. We can see that all quantities listed in (29) have the same order, although some of them are affected by the tiny mixing parameter [39, 40, 67] . The recent lower bounds of the SU(2) R scale give ǫ 2 ≤ O(10 −3 ), implying that the heavy charged Higg and gauge contributions discussed here are suppressed.
But the calculation is very useful for further investigation in many other gauge extensions allowing lower new breaking scales, for example, the models belonging to the class of breaking pattern I mentioned in Ref. [66] , or recent models with breaking pattern II [59, 60] .
The effects of heavy charged Higgs boson m H from F 21,W SS and F 21,SW W appear in simple models like the HTM, for a review see [68] . They even appear in the simple HTM models ) is close to 1 at the tree level forces v ∆ to be small with largest values of few GeV [22, 73, 74] . But the tree-level deviation ∆ρ = ρ−1 predicted by this model is negative, in contrast with the recent experimental results [75] . Hence, loop corrections should be included into this parameter, implying that small v ∆ is no longer necessary [68, 76] .
Theoretical prediction for v ∆ ∼ O(10) GeV is still allowed [77] . The recent experimental upper bound is v ∆ < 25 GeV [78] . As a result, contributions from On the other hand, heavy neutral bosons H predicted by many BSM may have large g HW S g ZW S , for example the HTM [72] . In this case, contributions of F 21,SW W , F 21,W SS can reach the significant values of
cay Br(H → Zγ) but they were ignored in previous works [74, 79, 80] . The formulas we introduced in this work should be used for improved calculations of the mentioned decay rates.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The decay h → Zγ attracts now a great interest from both theoretical and experimental sides. It should be observed and studied soon by the LHC experiments. If a deviation from the SM prediction is found, it will be associated with new physics implying additional contributions from exotic particles in many BSM models. In this paper, we have introduced the general analytic formulas expressing one-loop contributions from scalars, fermions, and gauge bosons to the amplitude of the decay h → Zγ. In addition, we proved that our results can be used to calculate the amplitude of the charged Higgs decays H ± → W ± γ which exist in many BSM models. Although some of these formulas were derived earlier by other groups, the general forms were not concerned, in particular, the contributions related to new gauge boson loops. Our formulas are applicable to many well-known gauge extended versions of the SM, as we discussed in detail. We stress that all one-loop contributions with gauge bosons involved are calculated explicitly using the unitary gauge, so that the readers can cross-check our results. Our final results are written in a convenient form. Namely, they are presented in terms of the standard Passarino-Veltman functions which can be evaluated numerically with the help of the LoopTools library. The analytic forms of these PV functions were also discussed, so that our results can be identified with well known formulas in several special cases as well as implemented into other numerical packages. Our results were checked to be mainly consistent with several recent calculations in some specific BSM models, except the contributions from diagrams containing two different virtual gauge bosons. We believe that our results will be useful for further studies of loop-induced decays of neutral and charged
Higgs bosons H → Zγ, W γ, which have not been yet treated in many well-known BSM models. We use the notations for the Passarino-Veltman functions from the LoopTools library [43] :
In our case, we always have m 3 = m 2 .
Based on the LoopTools notations [43] , functions B (i) 0,µ,µν and C 0,µ,µν are written as
There is another case where we have to change the integration variable q → q ′ = q + k 1 to get the standard form defined by (A1):
Then we can use the scalar coefficients B (12) 0 , B
, and B
11 with the standard definitions, where 
Inserting these into (A4) we get with k 1 = −p 1 and p 
For two other cases we get
where k 0,1 used for numerical investigation are well-known, see e.g. [81] . The C 0 function with m 3 = m 2 has a simple form [9] :
where λ(x, y, z) = x 2 + y 2 + z 2 − 2xy − 2yz − 2xz. This formula is also consistent with LoopTools and [47] , where notations are changed as (m
). The C i,ij functions are found based on the reduction technique [81] . Their explicit forms used in this work are [47] 
. Some combinations which appear commonly in our calculations are
2. Analytic formulas in special case of m 1 = m 2 = m
In the case of equal masses, we can use the following well-known functions [9, 19, 20] 
−iπ + ln
Defining t 1 = t z = 4m 2 /m 2 Z and t 2 = t h = 4m 2 /m 2 h , the PV functions involved with this work can be written as
The B dx ln 4t
Appendix B: Details of amplitude calculation
For completeness, we present some more detailed steps to obtain the formulas of M (5)µν and M (5+6)µν in Eqs. (11) and (12) . Also, the contribution from diagram 1 in figure 1 will be discussed.
Using the replacements in Eq. (10) to calculate the F 21 factor in M (5)µν , we get
where we have used p
etc. The arrow means that replacements (10) have been applied. And we will apply them automatically from now on. Similarly, we can prove that
Now the part we need is written as follows
While the contribution of the corresponding diagram with opposite internal directions is
The sum of the two above diagrams gives the final result of F 21,f ijj and f 5,f ijj where the complex conjugation corresponds to the contribution from M ′ (1)µν . Using the properties of the Dirac matrices, it is easy to find out the two expresions given in eq. (15).
Appendix C: Gauge bosons and couplings in the left
The model used here was introduced in Ref. [62, 63] , where many results we show here were introduced. The relations between the original gauge boson states and the physical
We will keep the approximation up to the order O(ǫ 2 ), which gives s 
where only the SM-like Higgs h and charged Higgs bosons are kept. The SM-like gauge
The respective covariant derivative is [48] ,
where g L,R and W a L,Rµ (a = 1, 2, 3) are the gauge couplings and bosons of the groups SU(2) L,R , σ a are Pauli matrices.
The kinetic term of the Σ is
which contains couplings of Higgs and gauge bosons. The part of the Lagrangian (C4) giving 
where we used c θ + = 1 and W 3µ L → c W Z µ . This result is consistent with [62] The couplings hH ± V ∓ are
where we have used ∂ µ → −ip µ ; p 0,± are momenta of the Higgs boson h and H ± . The first line of the final result in (C7) contains the factor cos(β−α) ≃ cos(π/2) = 0, because the matching condition with the SM coupling hW + W − lead to β = α + π/2. Using W ± Rµ ≃ W ′± µ + s θ W ± µ , the second line is written in the physical gauge boson states as follows,
The triplet couplings of three gauge bosons ZV V ′ are contained in the kinetic term of the non-abelian gauge bosons, namely [48] 
The triplet gauge couplings are derived as follows,
where we pay attention to only Z couplings by replaced W 
